
Unfortunately for us, Credit Suisse (in their 2021 global investment returns yearbook) projected
that our generation’s earnings from stocks and bonds will be significantly lower than those of the

previous generations. This means Gen Z needs to wise up on investing.
 

There may be no definitive strategies for how to always invest successfully, but here are some
tips I have gathered from the aforementioned articles and from investors themselves:

 

1 . )  SAVE MORE AND SAVE EARLY

Never underestimate the exponential growth of compound interest.
Whether Albert Einstein really did describe compound interest as the
eighth wonder of the world, allowing investment growth to compound
over a long period of time is a truly powerful force.

2.)  BECOME MORE F INANCIALLY L ITERATE

This could even include listening to podcasts - ‘The Investors Podcast’ and
‘Money For the Rest of Us’ are well-recommended. However, we should be
aware of the difference between education and advice, which might not always
be objective.

3.)  UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROFITS AND CASH FLOW 

Successful investors look for companies that grow profits but also generate cash in excess of the amount that
needs to be re-invested in the business. 

5.)  “ IT  TAKES CHARACTER TO SIT  WITH ALL  THE CASH AND DO NOTHING”

So said Warren Buffet’s partner Charlie Munger, still investing at the age of 97. You must be both extremely
patient and extremely decisive. When there are no opportunities, you might go for years without taking any
action.

7.)  GET STARTED,  IN  A SMALL WAY

Moira O’Neil, writing for the FT, advises that “investing is the only way to acquire real investment
knowledge - and an understanding of risk. The sooner young people start the better.” But do so
carefully, as last month the FCA published research warning that young investors are taking on big
financial risks. Nevertheless, don’t let this deter you and your investing dreams.

4.)  “POUND COST AVERAGING”

aka investing a fixed sum at regular intervals in the same fund or stock. This
allows you to buy more units or shares when the price is lower, and fewer
when the price is higher, and so keeps your average purchase cost lower than
the average market price over time.
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6.)  BUY AT A REASONABLE PRICE

No matter how great a company, if the price is too
high avoid investing in it.

( D I S C L A I M E R :  F R O M  S O M E O N E  W H O  A C Q U I R E D  H E R
K N O W L E D G E  F R O M  A  F E W  E C O N O M I S T  A R T I C L E S )


